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As with any good article, the recent Rural and Remote

strengths and weaknesses, but weaknesses in these areas may

Health article by White, Willett, Mitchell and Constantine

lead to poor retention.

supporting the concept of continuing medical education
(CME)1 raises far more questions than it answers.

The types of physicians who benefited most or least may
give clues as to whether the information was important or

How do researchers separate CME from collegiality and

whether other factors such as interpersonal contact were

vacation time since many return to home or former training

more important.

locations for CME?
Any intervention that prolongs rural services is important.
How does CME in sit-down sessions compare with

What was the relationship of participation in CME, rate of

immediate contact CME forms, such as web services or

CME, or type of CME to initiation of rural practice or to date

phone or telemedicine, more relevant to immediate patient

of leaving rural practice? What were the responses regarding

care and more likely to result in more and better information

CME to those who are planning to leave in 1-2 years,

obtained and retained for future use?

3-5 years, 6-10 years, or not planning to leave?

Does the CME involve significant efforts regarding personal

If nations and states had the choice between spending

and professional management? Rural physicians all have

resources on CME and on improving interactions between
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physicians, family, and community, they might spend 90%

development, and regional organizations of rural physicians

on interactions and 10% on CME, given studies about

can also have impacts on offices, systems and retention.

integration, relationships, spouse impact2-6 or practice
building2-7. Since medical training sites do much of the

With physicians growing up in environments with less and

CME, they usually reverse the spending. They also do the

less human interaction, with nearly all physicians growing

research on CME that often guides spending. Retention

up in the highest status families with less comfort with lower

studies suggest the need for more detailed and prospective

and middle income and rural peoples, with most rural

studies but simple studies are much easier to do in the course

physicians coming from urban origins, the challenges in

of daily work.

these areas will mount. Much of retention, really about
personal growth, is about becoming a better physician,

There are also choices that border on CME with a twist. One

especially in rural areas . CME can be a factor in this

is the “residency without walls” model in Alaska where

growth, but there may be more efficient and effective

exchanges of faculty for practitioners are anticipated in the

methods. Being a rural physician is often a most effective

future to meet the needs of both. Supporting and

way to grow, especially with some level of support to help

implementing these exchanges may be a challenging area for

overcome the bumps in the road. CME that smoothes the

local and state support.

bumps and provides a better map to guide rural physicians to
a better experience and around impassible barriers would be

A traditional top-down model of CME may also be a

welcomed.

problem. In an interactive world, CME has changed and is
more interactive, but not all forms have changed. When rural
practitioners

give

the

CME,

their

recognition
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remuneration may be support in itself. In initial surveys
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regarding the design of a faculty development program
involving rural preceptors and rural faculty, just as many
wanted to give instruction as receive. The best faculty
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